“Midnight Train to Georgia”
by Howard Wiseman

Misha Shalev, a struggling twenty-something Georgian New Yorker, is a recently graduated unsuccessful screenwriter who works as a waiter in a small café in Brooklyn.  We meet him as his fiancé dumps him for never being able to actually be where he is, always fantasizing about another life, a better time, a better place. Misha doesn’t know how to count his blessings. His Georgian-born grandfather is dying in Brighton Beach, for years now. Misha hates his Georgian background but goes to his grandfather’s possible deathbed only to have his grandfather give Misha’s younger brother the blessing to continue the family business, a small variety store, the final insult. Misha’s a failure on every level and never really present to boot. 

Heartbroken from all the rejection, he gets a call from a friend who has a film project which is not working out. He has recommended Misha to take his place as a writer. It is Misha’s first real professional job. He’s ecstatic. He soon meets Daniela, a first time Russian producer living in New York City. She almost has the movie financed in Moscow and needs a rewrite immediately. Daniela is a control freak. Her partner, Alex, the director, is even worse. Misha finishes rewriting the script for them in ten days, staying up nights. They grossly underpay him, then take the script and leave for Russia.  A month later, Misha is working in his pathetic job when Daniela shows up by surprise. The film has actually gone into production. Daniela wants him to fly to Moscow with her the following week to help rewrite dialogue. Misha swallows his confusion and tries to find the bright side  - his first feature is actually being made! He decides to go with Daniela. But instead of Moscow they transfer planes in Tiblisi, where she has moved the production. With Misha now in his most hated place in the world, they watch the terrible rushes from what has already been shot. Daniela thinks it’s supposed to be a comedy. The director thinks  he’s directing a dramatic love story. Misha is devastated. He hates being there, the accent, the food… This is one roots journey he never wanted to take. He’s got to get out of there, but Daniela has stolen his passport to keep him from leaving. 

He is thrown together with the small cast and crew: Maya, the Jewish princess actress, Yuri, the recovering drug addict cinematographer who manipulates her like Rasputin. And Natalia, the script continuity person, who is forced to work all the angles with people, especially men. And so Misha instantly falls for her. It soon becomes a wild roller-coaster ride, with Misha on the road with cast and crew, and two Georgian mobsters trying to take over the movie. One of them, Ilia, controls the studio and has been ripping off money from the production. Misha finds out they arranged for the film to be shot in Georgia so they could steal more money. 

On an overnight train trip to from Tiblisi to the Black Sea, Misha sleeps with Natalia. But, through a perceived betrayal, Natalia soon hates him. Misha’s now suffering from getting dumped again and having his movie mangled, while being trapped in a place he can’t stand. They have also relocated the movie from Siberia, its original setting, to the Georgian Black Sea Riviera, as an excuse for the producers and crew to have a holiday. No one cares what it means  to the story.

Vadim, a famous actor, befriends Misha and counsels him. But then Vadim suddenly takes off with their truck. Ilia is threatened by his higher up mob bosses in the Georgian government who  now demand a successful film for the Berlin film Festival. Misha is forced to rewrite the ending and to act in Vadim’s role in the final scene of the movie. He succeeds in playing the ridiculous part he’s been cast in, having finally learned how to be “in the moment” and to “be here now”, a recurring motif in the movie. After his big finale/scene, Misha learns that they’ve all along been filming in his own family’s village of origin by the Black Sea.  In the end, we find Misha back home in Brooklyn running his grandfather’s variety store. Misha has converted it into a record store/  board-game café. Natalia emerges from the back of the store with their little baby. Though Misha may never make another film, he is finally ready to live his own life for the first time.

